Thinkism | Why Is Amur The Tiger Is Still Friends With Timur
The Goat Who Was Given To Him As Live Food Months Ago
Why do you think this tiger and goat are friends? The goat was
supposed to be live prey and—despite what many predicted—the two
are still amicably living together at Russia's Far East Safari Park. The
scientists say that Amur the tiger and Timur the goat are friends
because Timur did not exhibit cowardly behavior. Timur was meant to
be live prey for Amur, however the scientists no longer feed Amur goat
out of respect for Timur.
In the urban vernacular, every kid in the inner city wants to be The
G.O.A.T. The connotations reach far and wide—however if you look up
the acronym you realize the fundamentals exhibited by Timur the Goat
exist in every context of life. If you think about it, Timur truly is the
G.O.A.T in his own context. I'm just saying, tigers do with tigers do; but
if you want to conquer fear you do what you need to do; and that's find
your inner transcendent GOAT.
That’s why at ProSidian, our Human Capital Solutions address
Leadership Development and Executive Coaching from the inside out.
This requires a quality coach to peel back the layers and work from the
inside out starting at the core, self-belief. To get to the G.O.A.T in your
own context.
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We bring out a coachee’s authentic leadership qualities – empowering
to develop a compelling vision of self; inspire their teams; create
momentum; and take bold decisions. We focus on productivity,
creativity and motivation to increase emotional intelligence.
At
ProSidian, the word “Can” means only “to be able” and is used for
saying that it is possible for someone to do something—So Why Not Be
The G.O.A.T.
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